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Hamilton, CIO Tony Caxide and Vice President  
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Executive Summary

n a replay of the spring of 2010, the U.S. economy has slowed in recent months, just when 
investors were becoming optimistic. Many indicators eased (jobless claims, PMI indexes, jobs), 
leading to soul-searching about an economic “slow patch” vs. a “double dip”. Meanwhile, 
inflation accelerated, with the headline number driven primarily by commodity prices worldwide.

We are inclined to view some of these events as largely transitory, and some of these temporary 
factors are now receding. For instance, Japan is making surprising progress in reversing the supply-
chain problems caused by the tsunami, and prices of food and energy have reversed materially.

Sentiment about the economy continues to yo-yo 
from concern to jubilation. What are you thinking 
these days?

We’ve just lived through another bout of economic 
“manic-depressive” swings. Until April or so, the con-
sensus was becoming more comfortable with the sus-
tainability of U.S. growth – on wide-
spread growth indicators, record 
profits and tolerance with the “Arab 
spring”. Then, in a span of a few 
weeks, the mood darkened as the 
Greek debt/fiscal tragedy worsened, 
supply-chain disruptions from Japan 
and exploding commodity prices 
drove up inflation, and we digested 
releases of rising jobless claims, 
weaker PMI indexes, weaker real personal income and 
spending, and disappointingly low job gains.

We feel that current worries reflect both a justified 

reaction to temporary factors, as well as a climb-
down from readings that were as strong or stronger 
than previous peak recovery levels (e.g., PMI indexes 
and payrolls, respectively).

You seem fairly calm about these conflicting  
signals. Are we ever going to have a clear sense 

of the future?

You could say that we’re not 
having sleepless nights, but please 
don’t mistake that for either lack 
of watchfulness or a pause in our 
ongoing, detailed assessment of 
possible scenarios. We’re heavily 
engaged in both.

However, the truth is, we’ve 
seen this before. Even in most typical recoveries, the 
data is conflicting and we do not get a uniform view 

We’ve just lived through 

another bout of economic 

“manic-depressive” swings.
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Equity Portfolios
stoCks Mark tiMe in seCond Quarter

Executive Summary

orporate profits once again reached record levels. However, this impetus to 
stock prices has been diluted by other factors such as European debt crises, 
U.S. fiscal deficits and uncertainty over the direction of future earnings, 
inflation and interest rates. The net result was a flattish market over the 
quarter, with plentiful volatility in between.

Although remaining positive on stocks as a whole, we did reduce the risk profile of our  
portfolios somewhat by further under-weighing the small cap stock position relative to  
each strategy’s “neutral” position. This was primarily driven by valuation considerations.

C
It feels like the markets have done  
nothing but drop, but I’m learning not  
to trust headlines. Please tell me what  
actually happened in the second quarter.

Essentially, equities marked time in the 
most recent three months, if you look from 
point to point. But it was hardly boring in 
between.

As recently as mid June, stock prices were 
down close to 5% for the quarter. And yet the 
markets closed the period with a modestly 
positive total return, depending on which  
index you use. Small caps and emerging-
market equities, however, generated modestly 
negative returns.

We’ve indicated in our macro economic 
discussion that this spring had many parallels 
to the year-ago period. However, stocks are 
doing better so far. In 2010 we experienced 
a correction of about 16% between the April 
highs and the very beginning of July, trig-
gered by concerns about European debt. So 
far this spring we’ve only seen a correction  
of about 7% from April 2011 highs to the 
mid-June lows, before rebounding. Of course 
it’s early yet.  But corporate profits are at 
record levels (about 10% higher than a year 
ago), so perhaps it’s not a fair fight.

Profits are at record levels? I heard you say  
that before but I guess it never sank in.

Yes, the corporate sector in the U.S. has 
done a great job of coping with a major  
recession. It got, and has stayed, lean. It has 
monitored costs closely, to the point where 
even a small increase in revenue has a dispro-
portionate impact on earnings. Profit margins 
are very high – probably unsustainably so 
– but for now it’s what we need to maintain 
profitability until revenue growth is more 

assured. And, with interest rates low, capital 
markets providing capital readily and a weak 
dollar helping U.S. companies via exports, 
many good ingredients are present. We still 
need to see other factors line up (improved job  
growth and lower commodity prices leading 
to stronger personal income after inflation 
would be nice), but we have a solid start.

I seem to recall you recently reducing 
your position in small caps. Haven’t you 
been underweight in small caps and 
emerging markets for over a year?

You remember correctly. 
First note that in addition to the S&P 

500 – our standard benchmark for equity 
accounts – we also use a secondary, custom 
benchmark that we designed for each strategy 
(equity, balanced or fixed income). We label 
it the “neutral” portfolio, and it represents the 
portfolio design if we went to the beach for 
the next 10 years and asked someone to just 
mindlessly and passively rebalance the portfo-
lio to its neutral weights occasionally, without 
reflecting the economic environment or market 
valuations. In other words, it’s the portfolio 
construct when we don’t have a strong view 
of one asset class (say, large-cap stocks) vs. 
another (like high-yield bonds). But we almost 
always have a well-researched opinion, since 
we spend our days studying which asset classes 
are mispricing their expected future cash 
flows on the high side (price is too high, or 
they are expensive) and which are on the low 
side (price is too low, and they are cheap). 
Then we tend to underweight (have a position 
below neutral) for the expensive ones and will 
tend to overweight (own more than neutral) 
for the cheap ones.

We’ve felt for some time that both 
emerging-market and small-cap stocks were 

expensive relative to other asset classes. So 
we moderately underweighed both of these 
asset classes. As an offset, we overweighed a 
combination of high-yield bonds (yes, even 
in stock portfolios, where we closed that suc-
cessful alternative position some time ago), 
large-cap and mid-cap stocks.

More recently, our in-house research  
continued to signal that small caps remained 
quite expensive in an historical context and 
relative to most other asset classes. Further, 
we felt that the market had begun to get too 
comfortable with a strong recovery, and that 
any disappointment on that score – if it actu-
ally turned out to be a moderate recovery –  
would prove to investors their enthusiasm  
was unfounded and that small caps were  
most vulnerable. So we reduced our position 
in small caps further away from neutral and  
reallocated it elsewhere.

We always try to give an honest assessment of 
how we see the world and our basic belief is that 
excellent long-term investment results are best 
achieved by careful and cautious security selec-
tion, avoidance of popular or frothy themes and 
a deep appreciation for valuation.

— Fiduciary Management Incorporated,  
Investment Strategy Outlook, 

Large Cap Equity,  
June 30, 2010 

We view the June volatility as more temporary 
in nature and offered us the opportunity to buy 

names that we like at lower levels.

— Russ Covode,  
Portfolio Manager,  

Neuberger Berman High Yield Bond Fund,  
Quarterly Manager Commentary podcast, 

2nd Quarter 2011
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Fixed Income Portfolios
rates ease in the seCond Quarter, likely a teMporary pause

Executive Summary

ates changed course in the second quarter and moved lower.  This drop  
was most likely influenced by an air of uncertainty around Greece 
defaulting on its debt and the potential for other Eurozone countries to 
follow. On this side of the Atlantic, investors were likely seeking the (what 
we believe will be) temporary shelter of bonds as they wait and watch what 

happens to recently weak economic releases and the impact of the end of the Fed’s 
quantitative easing (QE2) stimulus.
We continue to believe the economy is on a long path to recovery. However, we don’t 
expect growth to be perfectly even, nor very strong.  Since we view the recent bond 
market activity as more short-term oriented, our bond portfolio approach remained 
consistent with previous quarters.

R

After previously moving higher, interest 
rates reversed course and headed lower 
this last quarter.  Why did that happen?

Last quarter we saw a few factors at work, 
over and above the volatility that has been a 
hallmark of this cycle.  One of the reasons 
behind the rally in the 
U.S. bond market (prices 
rose, driving rates lower) 
was the uncertainty that 
hangs over Europe – 
specifically Greece’s 
ability to pay its debt. 
This led investors toward 
the safety of Treasury 
bonds. Further, as we 
discussed above, many 
economic releases had a 
hue of weakness, which 
also acted to shift funds 
from riskier asset classes 
like stocks toward high-
quality fixed-income 
instruments.

Didn’t the other Euro-
zone countries already 
bail out Greece’s rela-
tively small economy?

Financing facilities intended to aid Greece 
and prevent a default have been established 
and funded by other Eurozone countries as 
well as the International Monetary Fund 
(IMF). However, the funds are released in 
stages meant to coincide with the Greek gov-
ernment’s progress towards accomplishing 
its goals of reducing the country’s debt. With 
the next decision up for a vote in the Greek 
Parliament, speculation swirled around the 

government’s willingness to push through 
the next steps as civilians rioted in the streets 
against the austerity measures. But towards 
the end of the quarter, the Parliament was  
disciplined and passed this round of addi-
tional measures.

Also, while it’s true 
the Greek economy is 
small relative to other 
countries, it’s important 
to understand who will 
be impacted if Greece 
defaults on its debt.  
Numerous European 
financial institutions 
hold Greek sovereign 
bonds, so a default could 
weaken banks and oth-
ers and jeopardize the 
stability of the European 
markets – hence the shift 
of flows into U.S. bonds 
we described above.  
Investors also view the 
Greek situation as a pos-
sible bellwether for what 
struggles may yet face 
Ireland and Portugal (two 

other countries that have required bailouts), 
and even Spain, Italy and Belgium.

Isn’t a rally in the bond market at the end 
of the Fed’s second round of quantitative 
easing (QE2) counterintuitive?

When viewed in isolation, you would 
indeed think that if a major buyer of bonds 
stops buying, prices might drop, which would 
drive interest rates higher. But markets are 
moved by multiple factors, of course. We 

expect that other factors prevailed in the equa-
tion since the end of QE2 had been so heavily 
pre-announced by the Fed. Also, sometimes 
uncertainty also trumps common sense. And 
the uncertainty about how the U.S. economy 
will respond once the QE2 stimulus ends  
also may have led some investors to migrate 
towards “safer” investments like bonds,  
which reduces rates, while they wait and 
watch developments.

Are you increasing bonds in  
your strategies?

Not at this time. We remain constructive  
on the economy and currently view the most 
recent activity in the bond market as a short-
term reaction rather than a major shift in 
the economy. So we haven’t shifted our ap-
proach to the bond market. For our taxable 
bond strategies and the bond portion of our 
balanced strategies, we continue to like the 
risk/return trade-off high-yield bonds offer.  
For the allocation not invested in high-yield 
bonds, we’re focusing on higher-rated corpo-
rate bonds. In terms of the entire bond port-
folio, we continue to emphasize shorter-term 
maturities as their prices are less influenced 
by increasing interest rates (the direction we 
still believe rates are headed over the medium 
term in spite of recent market activity).

The theme in our municipal bond strate-
gies continues to be quality. While we never 
agreed with the volume of municipal bond 
defaults forecast in the media months ago,  
we do agree that municipalities will have to 
take steps (and many are) to balance their 
budgets, and some may end up defaulting. 
Our view on municipal bond portfolios’ aver-
age maturities echoes our view on our taxable 
bond accounts.

We Welcome Your Referrals

Our passion is to help you and others like  
you achieve lifelong financial independence 
and security. If those are goals your friends, 
colleagues and family members share, we’d 
be honored to earn the right to work with 
them as well. So please don’t keep us a secret. 
We value and appreciate your referrals.



The opinions in this newsletter are for general information only and are not intended to give specific recommendations or advice. Certain information contained herein has been compiled from 
independent third party sources believed to be reliable. Hamilton Capital Management makes no representation about the accuracy, completeness or timeliness of the information contained herein or 
its appropriateness for any given situation.

of the future until well into an established 
stage of economic and corporate revenue 
growth. And this is hardly a typical recovery. 
We’re dealing with the demons of excessive 
debt, and recoveries marked by de-leveraging 
(or a reverse of debt levels) are typically more 
sluggish and more uncertain than usual.

In a recent comment, The Economist  
magazine said it well: “Even if handled  
well, the difficult business of debt reduction 
will hold back the rich world’s economies  
for several more years. Get used to it.”

How can we be assured that it will  
work out?

Well, in the business of predicting financial 
markets, there are never assurances. But there 
are a number of factors that lead us to con-
clude that the stars are more aligned with a 
moderate recovery – in spite of the headwinds 
of deleveraging – than with falling back into 
recession. These include the strong conduct of 
monetary policy by the Fed, a general desire 
across the nation to somehow fix the deficit 
and the government’s debt levels, record  
corporate profits, good progress in debt reduc-
tion by both households and corporations,  
and plentiful pent-up demand to boot. We’re 
not ignoring the plethora of risks, but these 
positives outweigh them in our view.

You hit on a top concern of ours – the 
deficit and debt debacle in Washington. 
How can you possibly feel anything but 
despair and see anything but failure from 
that circus?

The histrionics are scary, no doubt about it. 
But when we hear those frightening, breath-
less reports on TV, we must recognize that the  
press – that body that cloaks itself in the man-
tle of impartial observation – have effectively 
become editorialists, and aggressively pursue 
the almighty dollar through the promotion  
of headlines that maximize website clicks, 
print and airtime sales, and advertising  
revenues, and in the process scare investors  
to distraction.

It’s particularly bothersome because the 
emotional coverage and sensationalism have 
done investors a real disservice. From a pre-
sumed neutral observer, we get misleading 
headlines and a general lack of analytical  
insight. And it leads some investors to want  
to sell when they should buy, and want to  
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buy when they should sell. Research confirms 
that bias.

Back to your question about the deficit.  
The fact is, we’re watching the sausage being 
made, and it’s not pretty. Each protagonist 
needs to make all the right, scary noises to 
prove to their political base that they “gave 
‘em hell” and made the other guy blink.  
But, in the end (and that could easily be after 
August 2), the likely outcome is one in which 
the full faith and credit of the U.S. is not  
jeopardized, and is perhaps improved from 
this poor fiscal path we’re on.

Can we get a quick update on inflation?

Inflation has indeed risen, particularly  
at the headline level (including all items), 
although it remains subdued at the core level 
(which excludes the volatile food and energy 
components), which is very relevant because 
financial markets react more closely to the  
latter than the former.

However, since our last quarterly com-
ment, we’ve seen a hint of moderation in  
the broader headline inflation numbers as 
commodity prices have pulled back. Currently, 
inflation is on par with where we thought it 
would plateau, on a running rate.

We’re carefully monitoring commodity 
prices, as well as wages, which have also 
slowed if you can believe that. If current 
trends continue, then our view will be realized 
– inflation will indeed have risen, but only to 
levels that are moderate both in the context 
of U.S. history as well as inflation levels we 
observe in the UK, Europe, Canada, Australia 
and most emerging markets – many of which 
are in serious risk of overheating growth and 
excessive inflation with no clear line of sight 
on how to fix that combination.

THE HCM ADVANTAGE

The largest investors often have the benefit 
of sophisticated internal investment depart-
ments led by a qualified Chief Investment 
Officer to design and manage their invest-
ment portfolios. 

Unfortunately, most investors can’t main-
tain an internal team of that caliber. But if 
having an external investment team of that 
sophistication is something you could gain 
from, then we’re here to serve.   

We function in a fiduciary capacity as 
an external Chief Investment Officer for 
our clients. Our structure is similar to the 
investment departments of large, sophisti-
cated institutional investors, and our team 
has extensive global investment experience. 
In fact, several of our team members have 
received national recognition for their abilities  
and accomplishments.

Each day, we diligently apply our disciplined 
investment process to the design and  
continuous, forward-looking supervision  
of your portfolio. Our goal: To build a  
complete investment solution for you.

Hamilton Capital management, inC.
5025 arlington Centre BlVd., suite 300

ColuMBus, ohio 43220
614/273-1000 • 614/273-1001 (fax)

888/833-5951 (toll free)
www.hamiltoncapital.com

Hours & Holidays: Hamilton Capital Management is open Monday through Friday, 8:00 AM to 
5:00 PM, except New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) holidays.  Upcoming holidays include: 
Labor Day, September 5.

Change In Your Financial Circumstances: If you face changes that could affect your financial 
circumstances, please call us so that we can discuss any appropriate adjustments to your portfolio.

Form ADV: If you would like to receive a copy of our current Form ADV, Part II, please contact us.


